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The Universe on Speed Dial!

Two Weeks to Unexpected Income with
the Simplest Prosperity Laws Available
Is there really a way to manifest unexpected income, unexpected business, and unexpected solutions to your most pressing
problems—in just two weeks or less? This is the promise of
prosperity teacher Marilyn Jenett. And it is not a promise
made lightly. Thousands of people have applied her simple, fast
and practical techniques to create a new dominant thought in the
subconscious mind and manifest such striking results.
Marilyn overcame her own “lack” consciousness to create her
former business of two decades that attracted the world’s largest
corporate clients and major media publicity (including the cover
of the Los Angeles Times)—solely through applying the prosperity laws that she now passionately teaches in her Feel Free
to Prosper program.
Marilyn will take the mystery out of these esoteric laws
and share with your audience:
•

Why affirmations may not bring you results.

•

Why you don’t have to try to create success—
in fact, trying will never get you there.

•

Why your business, job, clients, customers, or
investments are NOT your source of income.

•

The words that you are habitually using that are
preventing your success.

•

The single most immediate thing you can do
right now to increase your income.

The Universe on Speed Dial: A New Way of Thinking—
and Living—in Two Weeks or Less
CREDENTIALS: Marilyn Jenett is a renowned prosperity
mentor with an international following and creator of the Feel
Free to Prosper program, a simple yet powerful lesson and
mentoring program based on mental and spiritual laws. She is
also an accomplished business owner who has been featured in
major media including the Times, Associated Press, The Star,
and numerous media interviews. Her upcoming book is FEEL
FREE TO PROSPER: Two Weeks to Unexpected Income with
the Simplest Prosperity Laws Available.

This Guest Says,
“Progression, not Recession.”

AVAILABILITY: CA, nationwide by
request and via telephone
CONTACT: Marilyn Jenett
(310) 475-0211 (CA);
marilyn@feelfreetoprosper.com;
www.feelfreetoprosper.com
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